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The Problem

How do we represent big data as a network, while 
accurately preserving dependencies?
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Quite a problem, indeed...
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A Solution!
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Random Walker Results*

*The goal of this experiment was not link prediction but to 
demonstrate the improvement in representation using HON.



HON Highlights
-is a network representation of a weighted 
digraph
-rewires the existing network so that nodes 
represent a series rather than a singular 
entity
-enables higher accuracy without needing 
new analysis tools/algorithms



HON Applications
-ranking (PageRank, etc.)
-anomaly detection
-NLP
-social
-biology
-etc...



The Kernel: BuildHon

Algorithm used to construct the HON

Has 2 main steps:
1. Rule extraction
2. Network rewiring



Step 1: Rule Extraction
1. Count the number of sequential node interactions at the first-order 

(basically the normal network)
2. Normalize the distributions for each pairwise interaction
3. For each fork node, add the preceding step and see how that changes 

the distribution of the sequence
4. If the change is “significant” (above a selected threshold), add a 

second-order dependency and repeat the process recursively to 
determine higher orders



Step 2: Network Rewiring
1. Construct a conventional first-order network
2. For every second order rule, add the corresponding node;

Rewire the previous first-order link to connect to the new 
higher-order node; then repeat the process for third order rules and 
so on

3. Once we finish the highest order, rewire all out-edges from that 
order to connect to nodes with the highest orders possible.





Scalability :S 

Source: [2]



Time Complexity

where L is the count of records in the raw data;
N is the number of unique nodes in the raw data;
k is the maximum order of dependency;
Ri is the count of dependencies at order i

(*the theoretical upper bound is exponential but is not really helpful for 
real data sets, in which orders of dependency tend to follow an inverse 
power law)  



Data Sets
● Synthetic web clickstreams (11 billion nodes)
● Global shipping data (3,415,577 voyages made by 

65,591 ships between May 1st , 2012 and April 30th, 
2013)



Related Work
● Going beyond Markov decisions to higher-order 

dependencies is not a new idea, but most work has 
focused on stochastic processes rather than on the 
representation problem.

● VOM (variable-order Markov) models for 
predictions are related, but occupy a different 
niche.
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